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Switching costs:
Definition:
Costs, which customers face, when they change a supplier

A typology:
Transaction costs
Compatibility costs
Contract costs
Learning costs
Risk and uncertainty
Psychological costs
Search costs
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Competition with switching costs
Two-stage model:
First period: Bargain
Second period: rip-off
No supernormal profit over the two period

Incumbents and new entrants:
Price discrimination is not possible: old customers „protect” the new
ones
Price discrimination is possible: barrier to enter the market
Early liberalization: low customer base of incumbent
Late liberalizaton: large locked in customer base of the incumbent
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Regulatory consequences
Regulation of foreclosure:
Foreclosure is possible even with over cost pricing
A tighter approach is necessary, than without switching costs,
especially in the case of late liberalization

Regulation decreasing switching costs:
Number portability
Seamless transition
Standardizing / simplifying contract terms
Price comparioson tool
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Methods
3 possible methods identified for estimating switching
costs:
Discrete choice models
Shy’s method
Stated preferences

Our Survey:
On-line questionnaire, N=2500
Represents internet users
Services considered: fixed line, mobile,internet (58%, 98%, and 86% in
the sample)
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Measures (1)
Switching cost questions:
1. At what level of saving in your monthly bill would you switch operator
in two weeks, if the new operator would even cover the penalty for
breaking your loyalty commitment (if you have one). However, both
selecting the new operator and managing the switching would be your
task.
2. Assume, that you were compensated for switching operator. What sum
of single compensation (which would be provided for you in cash now)
would be necessary for you to switch operator in two weeks. (For this
sum, selecting the new operator, managing the switching, and also
financial costs would be your responsibility).
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Measures (2)
Elements of switching costs:
When switching operator, what extent of effort would it demand from
you... (1: not at all 5: very much)
searching for offers
comparing relevant offers
canceling old contract
making new contract
learning the use of new service
installing new service (when relevant)
perceived risk or uncertainty (1-5)
operator satisfaction (1-5)
loyalty contract (0-1)
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Perceived difficulty of switching
Hungarian customers reported switching more difficult
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Actual switching behavior
There were significantly less switching customers in Hungary
regarding fixed line and mobile telephony
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Source of British data: OFCOM, 2006
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Factors of switching difficulty
Primary factors
• Cancelling old contract
• Risk uncertainty

Secondary factors
• Comparing offers
• Creating new
subscription

Loyalty commitment
also create difficulty
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Switching costs
Median switching costs
Montly saving: HUF 2.000, 2.000, 2.500 (Fixed, mobile, internet)
Single sum: HUF 20.000, 25.000, 30.000 (Fixed, mobile, internet)

Factors of switching costs
Factors of difficulties are not systematic major effect (some of them are
significant in different models)
Loyalty comitments increased switching costs in every model where
relevant (Internet, mobile phone)
Pre-paid mobile customers experience lower switching costs than
contract customers
Sum of monthly bill effected switching costs considering monthly
savings
Switching costs did not differ regarding the three mobile operators
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Multi-play services
Potential effects:
Decreases switching costs, when switching the whole bundle
Increases switching costs, when one switches only an element of the
bundle

Result:
Median value for switching the internet-fixed line bundle: HUF 5000
T-test did not show significant difference either (switching cost of internetfixed line bundle vs. sum of the switching costs of the two services
separately)
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Survey results compared to Shy’s method
Switching costs for mobile services calculated on the bases
of Shy (2002):
T-Mobile

Pannon

Vodafone

Average monthly
bill (HUF)

5987

5756

5566

Market share

45%

33%

22%

Switching cost
(HUF, as saving in
the monthly bill)

3538

2316

1520

Switching costs from the survey: median HUF 2500, no
difference among operators
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Thank you!
lorincz@infrapont.hu
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